(Routledge, July 2014).
*"Government Actions in Terror Environments (GATE): A Methodology that Reveals how
Governments Behave toward Terrorists and their Constituencies," with Laura Dugan, in V.S. Subrahmanian, ed., Handbook of Computational Approaches to Counterterrorism, pp. 467-488 (Springer, 2013 • NVAVC 1.0 (2017).
Nonviolent and Violent Campaigns and Outcomes (NAVCO) Database
• NAVCO 2.0 (2013, with Orion Lewis) and 2.1 (2017).
• NAVCO 3.0 (2016).
Government Actions in Terror Environments (GATE) Database (with Laura Dugan)
• GATE-Israel (2012).
• GATE-Canada (2015).
• GATE-USA, UK, Philippines, India, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Egypt, Algeria, Lebanon, Turkey, and Sri Lanka (in progress).
Major Episodes of Contention (MEC) Database
• MEC-MENA (2015).
• MEC-Africa (2015).
• MEC-Latin America (2016).
• MEC-Europe (2017).
• MEC-Asia (in progress). Book Reviews
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